In article the nonlinear smoothing filter which is based on the generalized method of least absolute value is described. Comparison with other known filters of smoothing on real images is lead. Strengths and weaknesses of the given filter are revealed. As a result of experiments it is shown that smoothing by the filter on the basis of the generalized method of the least absolute values eliminates noise on overfall more effectively.
Introduction
Now digital photo and video devices practically forced out analog devices. Despite a number of advantages, digital images formation devices are not ideal and they also have errors of measurements as any metering device. As a result the created image consists of the useful image and digital noise in the form of the imposed mask from pixels of casual color and brightness [1] .
Improving the quality of digital images is one of the most important tasks in digital image processing. It is solved mainly with the help of different image filtering algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, despite the variety of digital filtering algorithms, they are usually heuristic. This is especially noticeable in noise reduction in contrast images. The main reason is the insufficient research on the properties of digital noise in contrast images.
Many authors [5] [6] [7] specify that distribution of digital noise submits to the Gaussian distribution law, without having conducted researches and without consideration of the features of the images. As a result noise suppression algorithms which well work with a normal distribution of noise, the generally linear algorithms are usually offered. However, as it is noted in [8] , the mathematical tractability that is typical for working with Gaussian noise models is so convenient that it often results in Gaussian models being used in situations in which they are marginally applicable at best. Such ambiguity of statements of rather statistical properties of the additive noise speaks about poor research of the matter.
In [9] it is shown that the additive noise in digital contrast images has non-linear character. On boundary of overfall dispersion of noise has different size, and on boundary of minimum brightness noise has not Gaussian nature of distribution. It happens because of the nonlinear nature of emergence of noise. Use of the linear digital filters for contrast images is not effective as leads to a blurring of contours of details in contrast images that reduces sharpness of the image and worsens its quality. The applied non-linear noise reduction algorithms on the basis of the median filtration offered by John Tukey [10] for contrast images have shortcomings, because median filters are sensitive to sharp changes in the image brightness. Various modifications of median filtering [11] [12] [13] in some cases achieve gain as compared with conventional median filtering, but they are not enough formalized and usually require additional a priori information. Thus, for contrast images, digital filtering models are used, but their adequacy is not sufficiently investigated. This causes inefficiency of developed digital filtering algorithms, their operability for separate classes of images without establishing of the reasons of it.
In [14] it is proposed to carry out filtering of contrast images by means of nonlinear smoothing based on the generalized method of the least absolute values (GMLAV) [15] . A certain positive effect is achieved and in [16] the model of the nonlinear filter based on GMLAV was proposed.
The aim of the article consists in creation of the filter for digital processing of contrast images based of the model offered in [16] and approbation this filter on real data.
Description of Mathematical Model
Loss function of the smoothing transform has been chosen being guided by the results described in [9] . There the role of a loss function is played by the arc tangent function proposed in [14] :
However, the direct application of equation (1) does not account for the specific features of the image and overfall, such as noise variance and degree of contrast of the overfall. As achievement by loss function (1) of the limit can happen too quickly, or insufficiently quickly, in both cases it will result in low efficiency of estimates and even to their shift. Therefore, instead of equation (1), we use the loss function of the form:
where α > 0 and β > 0 are parameters selected on the basis of the image and variation characteristics: σ is the standard deviation (level) of noise in the selected region of the image, A and B are the lower and upper boundaries of the brightness level of the overfall, and h = B − A is the difference between the upper and lower boundary of the overfall brightness (degree of contrast of the overfall).
The model assumes the variation of two parameters of the loss function (2) as a function of the degree of contrast and noise level. To consider not Gaussian distributions of noise near the lower boundary of brightness it is necessary to use convex property of loss function, therefore to choose parameter α ∈ (0; 1). In the case of Gaussian distribution of noise, use the convex-concave function when α ∈ [1; 2). The β would change depending on change of the noise level σ and the value of the brightness variation h.
It is necessary to choose the functions α = α(σ, h, A), β = β(σ, h, A) so that the result of smoothing by the GMLAV filter with the loss function (2) is close to the best result.
During the numerical experiment which was made by means of the Monte-Carlo method of statistical tests the following dependencies have been received for α and β:
For simplification, we consider not a color image, but an image in the form of gray scale, which gives 256 possible values of pixel brightness, where 0 is black and 255 is white. In this case, the filtering procedure is described by the expression
where y i andŷ i are the actual values of the image pixel brightness and the values of the image pixel brightness, which are smoothed using the GMLAV filter; i is the pixel number. The filter aperture is L = 2l + 1.
As assessment of quality of filtration it is used the average linear deviation between the ideal image and the smoothed one, which is calculated as:
where f i denotes the ideal (noise-free) values of the image pixel brightness, N is number of the pixels in the image processed by smoothing.
Description of the Filtering Algorithm
The preliminary analysis of the image is carried out for reception of the information from the image necessary for filter work. It is necessary to execute following steps:
1. Search approximate an arrangement of contrast boundaries in the image (Creation of boundaries map).
2. Creation of gradients map. 3. Noise level search in the image. Let's consider each of steps in more details. Search of an approximate arrangement of contrast boundaries in the image can be lead, applying the Kenny's boundary detector. Thus, we receive a mask where on a black background note contrast borders by white lines in width in 1 pixel (Fig. 1) . Its size (length, width) is equal to the primary image.
The given mask is necessary for correct orientation of the aperture to the image in such a way as to the aperture was perpendicular contrast lines.
The gradients map (Fig. 2) is under construction that at filter work it was possible to choose correctly parameters h and A, necessary for the equation (3) . The gradients map represents strongly smoothed image where contrast boundaries are kept. We will smooth our noisy image the median filter with the big aperture so that the pixels getting to the aperture, did not cross contrast boundaries. It is necessary that pixels on the one hand boundary did not influence pixels on the other hand. Such smoothing will wash away details on the image, but will allow to clean noise completely almost. In this case parameters A and B will choose correctly. 
. Gradients map
Noise level is the parameter is necessary for the equation (3) . Noise level search can be lead in two ways. The first way consists in finding a monotonous area of the necessary size and to calculate noise dispersion in it. For correct calculation of a dispersion the area should be concerning big (not less than 400 pixels). However find a similar area on the image it can to appear a complicated problem. There is a problem of search of such area. Besides at the analysis the noisy area with a uniform gradient of the initial image can give the big noise dispersion, than is actually.
The second way of search of noise level in the image is based on comparison of the initial noisy image and the filtered image by simple median filter. The estimation turns out by compare of two images pixel by pixel. Modules of a difference of brightness of two images develop and division on total amount of pixels in the image. Further there is an average brightness of noisy images. On the basis of the data about of noise distribution [9] , we can calculate the amplifier gain of noise (6) . It is required to calculate average brightness of the image. The more brightness, the noise becomes less. However the model of the non-linear filter paid off proceeding from noise level size at the minimum brightness. Owing to what the amplifier gain of noise calculating like: Having calculated the amplifier gain of noise, we can calculate noise level in the image:
The algorithm of a filtration is started directly, when all necessary parameters for (3) will be received. Passing on a mask with the boundaries of contrast noted on it, pixels on the boundaries and in immediate proximity from contrast boundaries get out for a filtration. Pixels which will be smoothed by the filter, settle down on the distance which is not exceeding half of the aperture plus 1 pixel from boundaries of contrast (Fig. 3) .
Fig. 3. Filtration area
The aperture can settle down in space in 4 ways (Fig. 4) : Choice of correct orientation of the aperture it is made on an arrangement of the nearest pixels in a boundaries map. Total 20 variants which will distributed in groups where for all variants in one group there will correspond one arrangement of the aperture (Fig. 5 -Fig. 8 ): 6 . Variants of an arrangement of pixels of contrast boundary to which the aperture of a kind «2» is applied Fig. 7 . Variants of an arrangement of pixels of contrast boundary to which the aperture of a kind «3» is applied Fig. 8 . Variants of an arrangement of pixels of contrast boundary to which the aperture of a kind «4» is applied
Results of Filter's Work
Result of filter's work is the filtered image. Following images are showed: initial, noisy and filtered ( Fig. 9) : Fig. 9 . 1 -initial noise-free image; 2 -noisy image; 3 -filtered by filter on loss function (2) For comparison images after processing by various methods of smoothing are showed (Fig. 10) .
At a filtration of real contrast noisy images (Fig. 11 ) the filter allows to keep sharp boundary without its diffusion. Visually to estimate efficiency of smoothing, we will filter the real noisy image by means of various filters: the linear averaging filter, the median filter, the filter based on loss function (2). In Fig. 12 the areas filtered by various filters are resulted at is increased. At a filtration of images in which for any reasons contrast borders have been blurred, the filter allows to restore contrast. For test we take initial image of a building without noise and we will blur contrast borders. Further we will spend a filtration of the median and the GMLAV filter. Results, in the form of the increased area of the image, are presented in Fig. 13 . Fig. 13 . The increased areas of images: 1 -initial noise-free image; 2 -filtered by using median filter; 3 -filtered by using filter based on loss function (2) 
The Analysis of Results
For comparison of various methods of smoothing of images we will smooth 3 images with noise levels 10, 20, 30 and 40 by various filters. We will compare the image processed by filters and initial images without noise under the equation (5) and to write down results in Table. Let's compare only those pixels which are in immediate proximity from contrast boundaries, instead of full image. Proceeding from the results received in the table 1 it is possible to conclude that linear smoothing does not approach for noise suppression in contrast images. It strongly blurred contrast boundaries in image at any noise level.
The filter based on GMLAV gives a profit at a filtration in comparison with the median filter and allows keeping contrast on boundaries.
Conclusion
The filtration of noisy contrast images on the basis of the generalized method of the least modules, allows deleting noise from the image, keeping thus contrast borders. Quality of noise reducing by the offered method of a filtration near to contrast borders appears above, than at the linear and the median filters.
Also the non-linear filter on the basis of GMLAV allows restoring borders in those images in which for any reasons have been blurred contrast borders.
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В статье описан нелинейный сглаживающий фильтр, базирующийся на основе обобщенного метода наименьших модулей. Было проведено сравнение с другими из-вестными фильтрами сглаживания на реальных изображениях. Были выявлены силь-ные и слабые стороны данного фильтра. В результате экспериментов было показано, что сглаживание фильтром на основе обобщенного метода наименьших модулей более эффективно устраняет шум на перепаде.
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